BASHKIMI I SINDIKATAVE TË PAVARURA TË KOSOVËS
THE UNION OF INDEPENDENT TRADE UNIONS OF KOSOVA

Adresa:Rr.”Nëna Terezë” 35, 10 000 PRISHTINË,
Tel/fax:++381(0)38 229 838, e-mail:bspk@etuc.org

Based on the principles of trade union unity and solidarity, in regard to the cooperation and restructuring
the organizational power related to the interests of the workers in Kosova which are connected with the
immediate requirements of the organizational forces for the trade union representation in the process of the
social dialogue in the country level, the leadership of the Union of Independent Trade Unions of Kosova
(hereinafter as BSKP) i.e its President, and the Free Trade Unions of Kosova i.e the Acting President
(hereinafter as KSLK) have agree to merge and unify the ideas and power in order to strengthen the trade
union activities, to implement the requirements and the rights which belong to them, therefore would like to
enter into the followi
Memorandum of Understanding
1. The signatory parties agree to implement this Memorandum of Understanding regard to unification of
the trade union strength and will enter into this Memorandum of Understanding by mutual will, represented
by KSLK and BSPK leadership as mentioned above.
2. Pursuant to the obligations undertaken in order to protect the rights of the workers in Kosova, according
to the Labor Law, Law on Trade Union organization as well as other legislation in power which deal with
the rights and obligations of the workers, the parties involved into this Memorandum have agree that the
trade union organization occurring by merging of the two trade union organizations will develop the trade
union activities within the BSPK with a single bank account and as a very strong and united partner which
will operate as a constructive opposition to the Government of the Republic of Kosova.
3. In order to achieve the trade union objectives for implementing of the point(s) 1 and 2, the signatory
parties have agree to comply with the BSPK legal acts and legislation in their further activities, and
prescribed in the Statute of the BSPK which has been adopted in the VI BSPK Congress as well as the
supporting document of the ITUC signed on 19.12.2011 in Brussels by Ms. Sharan Burow, General
Secretary, addressed to Kosovo institutions.
4. After the signing of this document, pursuant to paragraph 1, 2 and 3 of this Agreement, a meeting of the
Managing Council of the BSPK will be called within a very short period of time in order to take
appropriate decisions in regard to implementation of the strategy for the future activities.
5. As an outcome of this Memorandum, the signatory parties have agreed as following:
Mr. Alush Sejdiu will be appointed at the position of the Vice President of the BSPK, as
prescribed by the Statute of the BSPK, with a salary which is prescribed by the legal acts
of this institution.
The representatives of this institution will continue to keep a seat in the ESC representing
The BSPK until the end of the mandate.
Two employees from the signatory party of the Memorandum will be employed by the BSPK
administration according to their qualifications.
6. As a result of a mutual Memorandum as well as the previous consultations related to above mentioned
commitments, the signatory parties have decided to make public signed Memorandum and that on the
occasion of signing the Memorandum to invite Mr. Jaap Wienen, Deputy General Secretary of the ITUC in
Brussels.
This Memorandum will enter into power at the date it will be signed while each signatory party will keep a
copy of the Memorandum.
Prishtina, 25. 04. 2012

